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Adhere to The Rainbow Diet plan and you’ll achieve not merely physical health, but also mental clarity,
psychological well-being, and spiritual fulfillment. In The Rainbow Diet, nutritionist and health
professional, Dr. Deanna Minich, introduces a cutting-edge way to attaining physical, mental, and spiritual
health through colorful whole foods and supplements. Drawing on over 20 years of experience in the diet
and health fields, Dr. Minich merges ancient healing and eating practices with modern nutritional science.
The result can be an easy-to-follow, transformational information to the food and supplements we need to
attain an inner rainbow of optimal health. Minich outlines specific colourful foods, supplements, quality
recipes, and activities to help you heal and flourish. You’ll learn to make your plate a vibrant artist’s
palette, featuring a rainbow spread of entire foods that provide your body with the essential nutrients
essential for optimal, lasting health.The Rainbow Diet plan makes full-spectrum healing easy, radiant, and
delicious. Dr.Just forget about bland, colorless diet foods –now’s enough time to invite rainbow wellness
into your life!
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A roadmap for nourishing mind, body and spirit! What a wonderful reserve!. Appendix C is definitely my
latest friend! The Rainbow Diet and it’s wealthy information I recommend to others. She has enriched my
entire life, and I understand she can enrich yours. The Rainbow Diet plan Shines as a fantastic Reference
and LONGTERM Guide to Radiant Health and Well Being We consider Deanna Minich to be a luminary
innovator in the functional nutrition field as she shares a mind, body, spirit method of health that's fun and
lifestyle changing with regards to feeling our best. Five Stars Love this book. Most of Dr. This fresh book is
a good complement to her initial book, Whole Detox,which was based on a shorter system of health and a
holistic approach to detox that extended beyond food. With the Rainbow Diet, she now presents a lifestyle
approach in line with the same system that basically dives deeply into food and supplements specifically as a
path to long term well being and radiance. Deanna Minich's books are full of wisdom. Great info. I really
like how Dr. Minich got the seven systems, and inside each system used questions to help expand elucidate
what it may look like with an unhealthy system. Dr. Love this practical approach to learning the nutrition
behind color." These queries help to take something that may initially seem a bit abstract and bring it right
down to the granular.The book is ingenious, through and through. Elegantly, but still just written and filled
up with an easy task to apply wisdom, wisdom that can make each day richer and even more fulfilling. You
can observe instantaneously which herbal products and supplements (principal and secondary) are most
important for each System. For example, certain vitamins and minerals are essential for all your Systems.
You'll have to buy the publication to find out! Healthy Living Guide Excellent book that brings together a
wealth of information not just on the subject of rainbow food for health but the whole picture of what
encompasses living a rainbow lifestyle. An easy task to put into action foods and habits to incorporate into
life right away. My only dislike is the suggested usage of canola essential oil in a recipe however the wealth
of information gained otherwise composed for it for me personally. Listen and you may hear a historical
muse stir! Deanna pulls from her many varied resources to present us with something that's both
scientifically current so when old as the hills. An in-depth questionnaire enables you to hone in on particular
problem areas but using the whole system reaps countless rewards.~ a Student of Nutrition.Amazing,
inspiring, life-changing book! You won't regret it. Rather, it’s helpful information for nurturing not just
your body, but your spirit. I adored how the various colors inside our food were referred to, how easy the
program was to put into action, and how yummy the quality recipes were! A must Read I love the approach
Deanna assumes this diet - it makes sense. This wonderful publication gives readers a roadmap for how to
do that! It is captivating and readable Deanna captures the complete body with her understanding of foods
and energies. is certainly incredibly knowledegable! It clarifies in clear vocabulary the foods that help your
body heal its blockages. Another great read from Dr. Her approach doesn't stop there however and she also
displays how exactly to honor and nourish our bodies for optimal health with regards to emotional and
spiritual wellbeing as well. Personally i think this will be among my long term head to references to stability
my life through meals and supplements. Each time I browse a chapter I find out so much more about my
own body and how to make it become healthier. I find out something new each time. You will not be
disappointed with this publication or her additional books. Buy it for you and a loved one and help each
other become stronger and healthier together. The Rainbow Diet is not your run of the mill “diet” book.
Awesome Nutritional Information for Everyone! Deanna Minich, PhD is definitely my favorite author. I
have loved every book I've read of hers. The Rainbow Diet plan is lifestyle changing! I enjoy just how
Deanna shares her wealth of nutritional details compassionately and conversationally. There is no need to
review the book as become familiar with as you read it. I purchased my sister and myself copy’s. Deanna
Minich is usually an excellent scientist and a compassionate, wise individual who is a genuine educator,
someone who can help you appear deep within yourself and find your very own truth. You are assured to
become better, feel much better and have lots of fun by firmly taking this journey. She's a unique
concentrate on color and how it pertains to particular parts of our body like the chakras - sharing very much



expertise around how food and supplements is definitely an important device to heal imbalances and to
business lead us to "radiant" wellness. This book is my new favorite, for a wide variety of reasons This book
is my new favorite, for so many different reasons. Five Stars Interesting. It is captivating and readable.
Deanna Minich! For example with the main, that system that handles community, tribe, basic safety, and
survival, she asked "Do you feel at odds with your family of origin? Deanna Minich can be in a class all by
herself & This publication is a must read for everybody. I highly recommend this book and others she has
written. Five Stars Good book! Food is so a lot more than calories and specific nutrients, as what we eat can
nourish the soul. Diet and Supplements for the 7 Archetypes of Holistic Health If you like archetypal models
of wellness, food, and supplements, get this book. Eating this one up! The cookbook into the future!", or,
"Carry out you have a problem with your daily survival? It's a well written holistic approach to wellness and
health.
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